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What Edmunds Says Pros. November If the pieces are breaking up on the inside-am I
permanantly clogging and restricting the air flow or once I get a new catalytic converter, will VW
dealership make sure everything runs smoothly. Just to be on the safe side, I would replace the
exhaust system aft of the converter. I do not know if small pieces of ceramic from the converter
could get blown into and lodge in a muffler, but if you have enough miles on your Jetta for the
converter to die, the rest of the exhaust components are probably not far behind. You might
save yourself some labor costs by having it done all at once. The only way the cat would NEED
to be replaced is if your tailpipe emmissions are affected. A rattling cat is NOT cause to replace
it. It will eventually go away. I currently own a vw Jetta GLS 2. I owned another jetta for 6
months and it was a "Lemon" that was my first "new car" buying experience, which was not
pretty.. I drove a rental for 3 months etc. My newest Jetta has been a good car so far. I am not
happy about having to add oil every month or 2 weeks but they say it's normal.. I have had all
my maintenance done at the VW dealer and I need to have my breaks done all the way around
now.. That is crazy to me too but they say that the rear brakes take most of the wear because of
how they have them set up. If you notice, when you hit the brakes, your jetta wont lunge forward
but will actually stop nicer than most cars because the rear brakes are taking most of the work. I
too had to have my rear calipers replaced at about 34, miles and that was not a cheap deal. All
in all, I really enjoy my car but I wish they would have put a little more thought into the building
of it so we would not have as high of repair costs.. I would imagine any catalytic converter
would make a rattling noise when the emmissions are being affected. Any insight? I just bought
a 06 Jetta GLI 2. The trick is to take it in under warranty if you have any issues, even if you have
a concern They don't build any like they used to. The tranny is made in Germany, look at the
window sticker to verify, but remanufactured in umpah, lumpah land??????. So much for
German engineering This applies across the board for every make and model even the Volvo
S40s are made in the US, not Swiss anymore. They don't make them like they used to even
some Volvos are American made now. Everything is not like it was. You can get a better deal on
a Jetta than anything else. No, I don't sell them for a living They don't make them like they used
to, just take it in within miles of the bumper to bumper coverage no matter what you buy look at
JDPowers. I have a '06 Jetta TDI. In the middile of the night the brake lights came on and this
morning the battery was dead. I have charged it since then and hoping it was somehow linked
to my husband leaving the interior light on. I will be back home tomorrow and can go by the
dealership to see what is going wrong. Has anyone experienced this problem? I have never
heard of this on a model The switch would stay stuck "ON" and the brake lights would drain the
battery. There was a recall to replace all those defective switches. Again, I am not sure if the
problem on your would be the same thing. I would like to think that VW has re-designed the
problematic switch by now. It was the water pump that was the problem! I called VW Roadside
Assistance and they came, picked up my car, and fixed it for me. Our jetta, 03 bettle, 06 Jetta 2.
Its the fuel pump getting the fuel pressure up so you can start the car.. That is normal.. Also you
will hear a clicking noise after you start the car but odds are thats the electric air pump to warm
the exhaust system and get it up to temp faster. Also with a 2. It will go away if you put it in
gear.. That is the start up program in the computer to help warm the exhaust system faster..
That is also normal.. These engines are do make some noises during startup and warm up..
Nothing to worry about.. That is also normal. Yes it is normal. But, at least according to the
owners manual, it is caused by hydraulic valve lifters. Also, doesn't the manual say to wait for
that sound to go away before putting it in gear and driving? Thanks for looking into it. However,
i am noticeing on the EPA. I now qualify under this new extended warranty. In the meantime,
what should I do if the dealer wants to give me the run-around and tell me I do not need a
catalytic converter and hopes I will go over the warranty period. A dealership would be unwise
to attempt to "give you the runaround" when it comes to the the "Federal emmissions
warantee". Dont forget that ALL emmissions equipment is covered by the "Federal emmissions

warantee" irreguardless of any warantee that the manufacturer choses to provide. I would be
interested in reviewing that information. Have you read the "Federal emmissions warantee"
booklet that came with your car? I have bookmarked that website -just incase they have
troubles with their catalysts. Have you checked all fuses? Are you using VagCom? If not Just to
let you know, my catalytic converter fell under an extended warranty and VW is now replacing
the whole system for free. My car is seven years old and has k miles on it. I have a Jetta 1.
Usually its when the car is cold. Is this a common problem and am i wrong to consider trading
in the Jetta. December I just had the catalytic converter replaced at my VW dealer. However,
ever since I got the car back, I sometimes smell burning gas. Is this normal or should I be
worried??? I had the same problem too on my Jetta 1. At first the dealer kept on insisting that
they couldn't replicate the problem while the vehicle was still under warranty. R reported the
issue several times, and kept all records. I was suprised when the dealer informed me that they
were able to finally replicate the problem and classified it as slight signs of wear and tear as
soon as my car was out of the manufacturer's warranty and slightly into the extended warranty.
Extended warranty company AutoShield refused to cover the repair or replacement charges.
Well, hell and hight waters were raised with the dealer, and since I had the records to prove my
consistent complaints, i threatened to file a law suit, if VW didn't own up to negligence. The
dealer and VW of Canada agreed to cover the cost of replacing the transmission with a new one.
This is NOT normal. If your car is still under warranty manufacturer's or extended , insist that
VW replaces the transmission. After my trasnmission was replaced, I was left with a "bad taste
in my mouth" and I sold it. We are trying to do the same thing and can't get the cable out of the
clutch pedal. DId you get yours out and how did you do it? Thanks in advance for any
comments, I appreciate all bits of advice large, small Causing holes in the pistons If you really
have an issue with paying a few dollars more for a tankfull of gasoline Do not forget that the 1.
Do you consider the cost of fuel a "maintenance" cost? I would think if you "run the numbers"
for the 1. It does not require the additional maintainance costs that the 1. Both of my daughters
have the 2. I have an '02 1. After stomping on the brake pedal a few times, they turned off. I saw
the post about a recalled switch. If my car is not under warranty anymore, can it still be replaced
under the recall and where can I find that info? Any help would be great!! All vehicles that are
part of a recall must be serviced per Federal Law. If you registerd your Jetta with Volkswagen
and kept them informed about your current address Thanks bpeebles for the info. You are
definitely in the know. I am new to owning a VW and am learning lots. Thanks again. Hi, I'm new
to this so bear with me. We have a Jetta 2. Have approx. The stereo recently started having
problems and the driver's power window 'broke' in the down position - wasn't the motor but a
plastic gizmo inside the door panel used to hold the window in place. Does anyone know if
either one is covered by the VW warranty? Where can we find a copy of the original warranty?
Many thanks! So unless you purchased very late, the 4 years would have ended. You might try
to argue for some slack on the time limit, while you are still under 50K mi. From what I have
read, your window regulator issue is a common problem in that version of the Jetta. The
window falling into door was a very common failure in the some models. This was "voluntary
extended warranty" on the regulator clips and fixed at VWs expense irreguardless of warantee
criteria. I wonder if your VW somhow got overlooked the original owner ignored the notice? If I
were you, I would do some more research on this. If you do a search on "window regulator"
under Volkswagen - you should find a lot of info about this "voluntary extended warranty". I did
a quick search and found the following: " I phoned the toll free number for VWoC: Found out
there was a 7 yr warranty to replace the broken clips free of charge. Never ever try to put the
window down in freezing weather. If it is "frozen shut", you can break that plastic clip. As for
your problems with the radio Please provide more details. Is it a Blinking red light on radio?
Since I did the research for your window regulator - will let you do the research on that one.
HINT: The fix may be very simple one that you can do at home A dealership needs to 'see' the
radio in the broken state for the TSB to be enforced. It usually goes down the second I turn the
heat on. When this happens I pull over, pop the hood and notice the radiator fans aren't coming
on and I also noticed that the manifold is cool to the touch but gets hotter towards the bottom. It
looks like the skinny hose that connects to the top of the overflow bottle is slightly pushing
coolant into the overflow. After sitting for awhile the cars temp will be fine for the next few days.
What could this be. I also noticed at times the radiator fans will come on the second I turn the
key and at others will work normally or not at all. My girlfriend's Jetta's battery recently died.
She had to get a jump and her coworker went to jump the car and accidently crossed the jumper
cables and hooked the positive up to the negative and vice versa. She said it was only like that
for a couple of seconds and I haven't noticed any damage to anything else so I figured the fuse
blew on the radio. Well I pulled the fuse in the fuse box and it's fine. Also checked the fuses on
top of the battery don't know if they go to the radio and they are fine. Does anyone know what

might have happened? Also, I ended up replacing her battery and don't know if something
could've happened when I did that either. If anyone has any info it would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks for your help. Your temparture-stabilization problems sound like a thermostat issue. It is
the thermostats job to maintian the engine temp at F. There is a "coolant temparture sensor" on
the engine that feeds the guage. This sensor may be the culprit. In the order of least cost to
higher cost I would suggest that you; 1 Have the "coolant temparture sensor" replaced 2 Have
the thermostat replaced. Make certain that only VW approved antifreeze is used to replenish any
that is lost during that procedure. The radio on the Jetta has a security feature. This can be
triggered by removing the battery to replace it Does the screen of the radio read "safe"? If so,
then the radio is in what is called "safe mode". The owners manual contaions the instructions
and the special key-code to get it out of safe mode. There is a possibility that reversing the
polarity has damaged the radio. If so, then consider yourself lucky that is all that happened.
There may be latent damage to the onboard computer that may not show up for awhile Thanks
for the reply. Unfortunately, the radio doesn't even power on. So I don't get the "safe" option. Do
you know of any other fuses that could exist that might have blown? We locked my jetta from
the inside and are now unable to open the doors with the key. NOTE: We manually locked the
driver and passenger doors, we did not use the keyless remote. Does anyone have suggestions
on how to get into the car without breaking a window?? Are you suggesting that you cannot
unlock the drivers door nor the trunk with the key in the keyhole? Have you tried all 3 keys that
came with the car? We pushed down the door latches, the old-fashioned way. No one was in the
car after we locked and closed the doors. However, we were able to unlock the trunk with the
same key, and our keyless-entry gadget does not work at all. It came only with one key that was
a combination of both manual-key and automatic entry. Therefore we went to a VW dealership to
get a regular copy of the original key, fearing we would lose the original. The second key was
the only key we had with us at the time. January I currently have an indicator light that is
represented by a circle with three bars framing each side. I can't find my owner's manual and
the service dept. Can you please look up the code and reply back to me? Thx "Lee". I just
purchased a 97 jetta for my son. The first day we got it home, the horn continuously sounds
when the ignition is turned. I pulled the horn fuse to stop it. The next day, the alarm sounds
every time a door is opened and the car wont start when the ignition is turned. Any assistance
would be great. That is the indicator for the ESP system and perhaps other systems too There is
no single "code" that would cause that lamp to go on so I cannot help you. I suggest you go to a
repuatible autoparts dealer Also, it would help if you can tell us what year your car is. Sign In or
Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August edited
March in Volkswagen. I am interested in purchasing a New VW Jetta but people have told me
that they are not a quality made car. That is the question I ask you. The reviews talk about
performance, I want to know about durability. Or if you know a place to look for the information,
please direct me there. Thanks for your help, Marcus. August First off, Motor Trend magazine
just did published a survey in one of their recent issues last month or two on the Jetta. Now, my
experience: Everyone I asked loved their Jetta and claimed no problems. I bought a '96 for my
wife. The car is a great value, BUT, I did have some problems: The car has a great engine for
this price class. Fairly peppy and really smooth and I have had no problems with the engine at
all. I took the car in for three warranty repairs! It had the climate control fan burn out and shoot
smoke! Each repair resulted in multiple visits which really sucked because they never have
these parts in stock. This was a common complaint in Motor Trend's survey lack of parts. Also
Motor Trend reported that almost all of the owners had to go back in for one or more warranty
repairs ridiculous. My two Nissans have never been in for a warranty repair except my first had
8 year old seatbelts that were recalled and replaced. One niggly complaint I have is that the
paint is soft and scratches easily. A plus to this is that minor scratches are more easily polished
out. My wife loves her car and would buy another but I wouldn't because I'm the one who has to
take care of all of the repairs while she ust takes my Nissan! Yellowboy sounds like he may be a
Nissan Salesman! September Let me say that I owned a 98 Nissan Altima - it was a joke!
Although, a not very funny one. It was always in the shop. Kept it for one year, and traded, at
much expense, for a 99 Jetta VR6. Had this car for 6 months - no probs at all except for one
cosmetic flaw - the headliner was "growing" some sort of fungus! Replaced and no more probs.
Love the VW - doors slam and the windows don't rattle like the Nissan. The sunroof only lets
sun in - no rain, unlike the Nissan. The motor runs well at all speeds, and uses no more gas than
the 4 cyl Nissan. And people wonder why they are almost bankrupt. I hope they do go bankrupt.
Shotty products do not belong on the road - nobody should have to pay almost 20 grand and
get that kind of hassle. I have a Nissian Altima and am contemplating buying a VW. They have to

break the header to get to it. I went to 3 mechanics, and each of the shook their heads and
gently told me to get rid of it. Please tell me that VW's are better! Had a 92 Corrado with the VR6
engine. Best car VW made. Had it since new. Would be driving it today except a Toyota 4 runner
made an illegal left turn and I hit him at 45 mph. The car was totalled with 90k mi. No problems
with the car and as for crash protection-- exceptional no cabin intrusion. Would have bought
another VW, but they don't make anything that compares to a Corrado. So I bought an Audi A4
2. Excellent car!! I thought the Jetta was grossly undertired and had too much body roll. I wish
VW would make their cars handle like their other division--Audi. I bought my first Beetle off of
the showroom floor back in I've owned 2 VW's since then. That was in Chicago The new Jetta's
are excellent cars, but be sure to get the V6. I came into this discussion looking for repair
information on the Jetta 4 or 6 cylinder , and am still seeking more data, if it is out there. The
handling has been a great disappointment, however--it does not come close to any VW. I have
felt that previous VW's were under-powered: is this the basic reason, or are there other
considerations? The VR6 is just a better engine. I think its worth the extra money to get a GLS
with the 6 as opposed to the 4. I think there is more aftermarket stuff for the VR6 and they are
better all around engines. I recently bought a Jetta VR6 automatic. When I start it up in the
morning it shakes so hard my muffler sounds like it is going to fall off. The services department
told me that all VR6's do this and many people have complained, but until VW, Inc. Also, I hear
this annoying whining sound when I accelerate through 35 to 55 miles an hour. It's especially
annoying when I maintain a speed of around 40 mph. If I take my foot off the accelerate the
sound immediately stops. I drove a Honda for years and have never had such problems. Is this
a German car problem? Hi, I read somewhere I don't remember where that sometime early in ,
the Jetta would be available with the 1. Has anyone heard of this and If so would you have an
idea of when? How would you compare this engine to the V6? I have a 97 Passat with the same
VR6 - a great engine. Have never had a problem. The only noise I get is that sweet whine at the
heart of the torque curve. I also have a 97 Cabrio. The engine is standard 2. The car doesn't
need more engine, it's not all that agile anyway. One more thing on the VR6. It's got less
horsepower than the new Audi 6 going into the Passat but it had more torque at the right speed
ranges. One would hope the Jetta would offer the same. Previous experience with VR6 was
great. My VW super beetle is about to bite the dust. Otherwise, I would never think of giving up
the ghost. But to have to rent a car for a long-distance weekend is the end, or the beginning of
the end, I can see. I love the looks of the Golf; My mechanic says don't buy Golf, not good car,
made in Mexico, fall apart one year he is from Korea. So, I want a car to last another 25 years.
Yes, I am almost the original owner, minus 10, miles. It has , I like the looks of the Jetta next and
am disappointed to see it too is made in Mexcio I don't have tons of money. So, I have read
Conumer Report which suggests Corolla I have seen them but I really do not like the jelly
bean-generic shapes. Everything else about it sounds great. So, what do you say, gentlemen?
Sounds like a good way to look for other things in my life, too. Please help this damsel not yet
in distress in DC. Don't think you'll get too much out of chipping a VR6. About the Peublo plant
in Mexico. The new Jettas are probably the tightest cars in their class. Let your butt decide.
Drive as many cars in your price range as possible. I am in the market for a new car and am
considering the Jetta but have reservations about its reliability and longevity which is basically
unproven in the new model. I had an Accord for 13 years and K miles with very few problems
and little expense. I am confident it would have gone for K if I didn't have my accident. Does
anyone have any opinions? It has 55, miles and besides the regular maintenance, I've only had
to take it in for a repair once and that was due to road debris. I'm currently looking to purchase
a 99 or Jetta since I can't see myself in anything else. I had a '82 Corolla and the engine blew at
4, miles due to shoddy installation of a Chapman lock by the dealer. They literally told me to get
the car off their lot and did nothing for me. I even wrote to Mr. Toyota in Japan twice and he
blew me off by saying he had no control over dealers' actions. I would recommend staying far
away from Toyota. Anyway, the car is very tinny compared to the Jetta. I'm on my second one
and am pleased so far. Now I think I will not. I have a new 99 Mustang that has turned out to be a
lemon. Sad for such an American icon of a car. Thanks for the brief read of everyone elses'
problems with the Jetta. I owned a Jetta GL purchased new. I just retired it last year with , miles.
The transmission failed lost 5th gear and reverse was going. The only significant repair
problems encountered during it's 13 years of service were: 1. Fuel pumps both of them! Leaking
windshield seal at around k Later in it's life it developed a hot start problem that was identical to
what I encountered in my '77 Rabbit. The car started great when cold, but would have a problem
when it was hot. There was a period of about 5 minutes after I would shut it off that it would
start fine, or after about a half hour. But in between, it would start and immediately kill when put
under load. If you could get the car to move, it would recover and operate normally. I learned to
live with it and did not try to have it serviced for this problem. Fuel mileage was extremely

predictable over the life of the vehicle, with 35 mpg in the peak of summer and 27 mpg in the
dead of winter in Minnesota. The car had the 1. Overall, I was very happy with that Jetta. I am
thinking about getting a new Jetta GLS. I have not been able to get much of a price here in the
Minneapolis area. VW dealers are riding high right now and are not discounting very far from list
price. I may have to wait a while until the frenzy dies down. Any comments on pricing and
discounting? You were concerned about the Jetta coming from Mexico. Consumer reports
indicates that reliability of VW's have improved substantially. It was an excellent dealer, and
always stood behind the cars, even when vw was having lots of reliability problems. My repair
guy also Korean in DC gave me the same warning. Maybe its a cultural thing. Anyway,VW has
changed. Don't be scared off by a reputation it no longer deserves. The cars are terrific to drive.
Just too expensive. I put K miles on my '88 Ford Festiva. Loved that little car. Of course, it is
uncomparable to my Ford. But the Jetta Lots of spunk, really smooth quite drive, comfortable
even on long rides, great space in the trunk. And I can say that the workmanship is absolutely
outstanding!!! I've read the comments about Mexico, and I didn't know this until a few weeks
after I made the purchase. I had a conversation with my salesman who told me that they have a
3-strikes you're out policy. There's so many people waiting in line to fill the jobs that they are
very particular about their job performance. And I totally believe it. What really impressed me
was the air vents the way they close flush and how all the lines are in perfect matching order
and just heads over any piece of American-made junk I've seen. Quite impressive. Previous
comment regarding shaking and whining noises Had to have them replaced a few weeks after
buying the car. Service said they've had this complaint numerous times and that an updated
part that they installed should fix the problem. Having that fixed in a couple weeks. Didn't start
happening until after I had a air deflector put on. Other than that, our experience has been
outstanding. For the price, this car has many, MANY features that undoubtedly would cost
several thousand more dollars if placed inside a Honda or Audi. Great machine. Very happy. I
owned a 78 Rabbit and it was super reliable. Moved to '82 Quantum and it was troublesome.
Three Toyota's later I've had NO problems - only std maint. I traded cars as family changed, not
due to problems. Both needed major overhauls way B4 K Back to the Jetta, repaired under
warrentee: anti-squeak shims 14K , timing belt 55K , coolent connection into block flange? As
GLS had so much power windows, sun roof and central locking sys, we bought a GE extended
warrentee through dealer which covered: central lock sys vacuum pump died 70K , driver side
window regulator and cracked washer tank 87K , two little plastic guides thingees in sunroff at
90K, dash panel as back light holder died 98K. Wondering if anyone has, or knows someone
with a 2k Jetta with the TDI. Am considering purchasing within the next month Hands down to
both cars. Both are extremely fast and have great engines. But my vote goes to the VW. I am
now placing my 99 Accord EX for sale! Great car, resposive and handles great! Looking forward
to the next K miles. I have a '91 Jetta GL and have loved it. But it's very basic and at K I'm ready
for a new one. I loved the Jetta--what handling and a little rocket to boot. But the interior seems
to have lost room compared with my ' We're contemplating a family, so that's a factor in my
choice. Any comments on one or the other? I like the whining, whistling sound between 25 and
40 MPH that it makes I love the feel on my tookus The charcoal velour seats pick up TONS of lint
though!!! Had a 95 Cavalier I hated it, it hated me! I have only test driven the V6. I love the pep of
the V6 and wonder how much of that I might compromise by considering the fuel economy of
the TDI. Thank you! October Should I worry because there are still no crash test results for the
Jetta? I am nearly ready to put my money down on this car, but want to be sure that the Jetta's
safety features are not just cosmetic! Is it usual for crash tests to take a year or more to become
known? I will greatly appreciate any information or advice anyone can offer me on this very
important topic! I test drove the TDI. Great car for a diesel. Things to remember: There is a lag in
acceleration before the waste gates open on the turbo. You will not feel the acceleration before
around 3k. Diesel mechanics can be hard to find. So can diesel. But: great gas mileage mpg and
fun to drive for a diesel! I can't decide. Finally, the TDI is in limited production and is difficult to
find. You may wait months for delivery, and the dealer will therefore not be willing to discount
the MSRP much. Good luck! I am still weary on the reliability of the VR6 or VW in general? I am
a bored owner of a Honda 99 EX and I am in the market for something more fun. My next is
going to have to be a long termer. So if anyone can give me any advice or opinions I would
greatly appreciate it. Is there GLX driver out there that can change my mind? I'm a unlearned
young teen, but my parents own an Infiniti nissan Q45, and the quality of it is fantastic, I've
driven the Maxima based I30 many times, and let me tell you, the quality is fantastic. Not only is
it extremely nice to ride in it's extremely nice to drive. There's plenty of gadget and gizmos and
that bose sound system is almost as nice as the 10 speaker 10cd system we have in the Q. Both
are standard instruments btw If I were you, I would get the Maxima. It is extremely helpful.
Indeed it is a tough decision. Perhaps my need for wheels will override my desire for diesel, if

what you say about limited production is true. Good luck to you as well, and thanks again!!! I
have driven Volks Jetta GL for eight years. My 96 jetta gl was on the side of the road at 26, It
was just over two years old. My dealer told me that there was no room on their lot for my repair.
The main office had to straighten them out. Fuel pump went and I had top pay for repair. Fuel
pump went and I had to pay for repair. I test-drove the Jetta GLS in 4 cyl. The 4 cyl. I now own
one and it drives like a rocket. Just sold my corolla for the Jetta - No Regrets!! One is really
sporty and fun to drive, the other is bigger and yet sporty. I drove the Jetta and loved it, but I
still have not driven the Passat. Is the 1. I owned an Golf Same as Jetta with a hatch when sold
was nearing , miles. No problems except I broke the sun visor off the divers side my fault!! Mid
the Jetta gets the 1. They have been spotted in Utah for testing. There is also rumors of The
Jetta with a VR8 eight cylinder!!! The new JETTA has been tested in crash tests and is one of
the best small cars for safety go here to read yourself -- As far as reliability goes VWs last a
long time, this is why it is the biggest car maker in Europe and the best selling European car
maker in America. They may not be as reliable as Toyotas, but are not far from Toyota, that is
why Toyota and VW are trading engine technologies Let me say something about reliability of
cars in general. I can tell you what Cars are reliable and which are not as far as problems go.
Because the bigger the problem the more parts WE sell. All cars have their individual problems
more some than others. Hondas in general are always having their axles replaced way to often ,
and starters and Alts, are popular failures. Other than that their engines are solid, and last
forever. Toyotas are the most reliable, except their truck engines leak oil. E Dodge, Plymouth
are always in the shops, they are probably the worst. At about 30, miles or so those neons blow
head gaskets. The only thing that Chrysler builds well are their trucks I. VWs all are pretty
reliable except for the early s models which are in the shop every once in a while. Fords cars are
pretty reliable If you can get past their ugly exteriors Their trucks are not only very good
looking, pretty reliable too. I thinking of purchasing a vw jetta gl tdi, but I'm concerned about the
"diesel engine" in our cold winters. Will it start? What should I do to keep it warm, plugged in?
What other maintenance will it require? JOe Hommes. Me and my Chica went out to look for
cars yesterday, and the first place we stopped was the VW dealer. It seemed to be the only
stop!!! I heard about the Jetta but never driven one. That's all it took. Drives like a big car.. The
basic GL model had everything we needed. Thanks VW! Spring of '98 I was seeing the "new"
Jetta's driving around. Based on this I would guess we will see the 1. As and aside, my wifes '99
Jetta is nice little car. A bit underpowered coming out of the turns. No real quality problems
other than the clips that hold the floor mats down coming undone. The dealer fixed this and we
have been going strong since February. In fact I am ready to buy a 1. I think your mechanic is
misinformed about Golfs. Is your mechanic "selling" you a Hyunday? Good luck. I owned a
Jetta GLI and it was problematic. However I like the car so I purchased a new Volkswagon Jetta.
It turned out to be the worst purchase I ever made. During the first year of ownership the
window motors went out. Then I had to have it repainted because the paint was coming off I was
told that there was a defective paint batch in my color. Minor things such as the windshield
wipers failing to work during a rain storm continued to break. The last straw was at 63, miles
when the engine began burning oil. I had a rebuilt engine put in the car and sold the thing.
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I gave Volkswagon a second chance and they failed me miserably! I sincerely hope VW has
gotten its reliability act together My two late 60 and early 70 Beetles were fun, and reliable - and
I could repair just about any engine problem in a few minutes, on the road, in the rain. My '76
Rabbit was even more fun, but after two years it started burning oil and rusting it was garage
kept and twice yearly waxed , and turned rapidly into an eyesore and piece of junk before it hit
70K miles. My '87 Volvo, which is just a German car made in Sweden with a large price tag is
built like a tank, handles in the best European tradition, but breaks and breaks and breaks after
5 years. I hope all this has changed in 13 years, but you won't know for years after buying your
spanking new German car. I will tell any new car buyer to check out a 5 year old version of his
dream car to get a reality check on the brand's reliability. If you only keep the car for 4 years enjoy! Sign In or Register to comment.

